ARTWORK SPECIFICATIONS

JCDecaux PREMIERE
Output:

Video output: (Southern Cross Station &
Brisbane rail stations)
1565mm (w) x 1150mm (h) (1/2 scaling).
Artwork:

Plus 10mm bleed all sides.

Accepted bitmaps: jpeg, png8, png24
Accepted videos: MOV(.mov), MPEG-2 (.ts),
Actual area &
MPEG-4
(.mp4) 3130mm (w) x 2300mm (h).
trim size:
Audio: None
Max file size: 30mb
Print ready pdf to be supplied via wetransfer
link or ftp.
Duration: 10 seconds
File transfer:
Host: http://fileupload.omnigraphics.com.au
Encoding:
login: JCD
Video Codec-H264Password:
or AVC jcd001
or
MPEG-4 Part 10
High resolution print ready pdf files.
Profile:
Main Profile
Accepted
Preferred option is for pdf to be exported
Profile
format:Level: 4.2 Maximum
with pdf/x-4 setting.
Max. Bit rate: 26 Mbps
Ref Frame: 2, 4 (8Allmaximum)
high resolution images and files are to be
Resolution:
supplied 300dpi at artwork size (cmyk).
Encoding: 2 pass recommended
Chromatic Subsample: 4:2:0
Colours:
Convert all pantone spot colours to cmyk
Colour
Depth: 8 bits
Image Type: Progressive
Fonts: Recommended
All fonts/text to be converted to outlines.
CABAC:
Variable Frame Rate: None
Subtitles: None

Artwork Checklist:
If supplying
PDFs, output:
all bleed requirements
must be per
our
Static digital
(Sydney, Brisbane
& Perth
specification.Please
ensure that any trim marks appear outside the
roadside)
bleed
area. Inbitmaps:
some cases
pdfspng8,
will not
be usable and we may request
Accepted
jpeg,
png24
original
files.size: 6mb
Max file

Duration:
10 seconds
Please
email low-res
versions of all artwork to JCDecaux for approvalResolution:
1080px
(w) x 1920px
AU_production@jcdecaux.com
- prior to(h)
sending to printer.
[min requirement]

Files are required to be named in the following format:
CampaignName_Premiere_LiveDate YYYY_MM_DD

Artwork Checklist:

AllPlease
brewedsupply
or distilled
alcohol
artwork
must
be approved
the ABAC
content
at the
correct
aspect
ratio tobyavoid
- follow
their instructions
online.
distortion
or letterboxing.
3130mm
Media files must be received
by au_digital@jcdecaux.
com.au at least one week prior to campaign start date.
Visual safe area:
All brewed or distilled
alcohol
artwork must be approved
3060mm
x 2230mm

by the ABAC - follow their instructions online.

2300mm

Please ensure all text, logos and important elements appear within the
visual area. Images outside this area will be covered by the frame.

ARTWORK SPECIFICATIONS

PRODUCTION INFORMATION
Thank you for your booking. In order to ensure efficient delivery
Print Quantities:
of your output:
campaign,(Southern
please readCross
the information
Video
Station &below.
Static
digital
output:
(Sydney,
& Perth
Please
order
booked
quantityBrisbane
+ 3 spares.

Deadlines:

Duration: 10 seconds
received. (.mp4)
If your campaign is late, additional labour will be
MPEG-4
required to deal with the resulting knock-on effects. These costsResolution: 1080px (w) x 1920px (h)
Audio:
None
will be passed on to the advertiser as outlined in the contract. [min requirement]
Max
file
30mbmaterial from all relevant parties, the
Whilst wesize:
will chase
Duration:
seconds
contracting10party
is ultimately responsible for fees relating to
Encoding:
late delivery.
Artwork Checklist:
Video Codec-H264 or AVC or
Please supply content at the correct aspect ratio to avoid
After thePart
campaign:
MPEG-4
10
Posters Main
will beProfile
stored for 6 weeks, then recycled.
distortion or letterboxing.
Profile:
If you do not wish your posters to be recycled, you can:
Profile
Level:
4.2 Maximum
1) Arrange
for posters
to be collected within 4 weeks of the
Media files must be received by au_digital@jcdecaux.
Max.
Bit rate:
26 or;
Mbps
campaign
ending
Ref
Frame:
2,account
4 (8 maximum)
2) Notify
your
manager that you wish the posters to be com.au at least one week prior to campaign start date.
put into long
termrecommended
storage at a cost of $1000 per month period
Encoding:
2 pass
All brewed or distilled alcohol artwork must be approved
per
State.
Chromatic Subsample: 4:2:0
by the ABAC - follow their instructions online.
Colour Depth: 8 bits
Please note that disposal after 6 weeks will occur automatically
Image
Type: Progressive
and you may not receive further communication in relation to
CABAC:
Recommended
this. If you
have any questions, please contact your account
Variable
Frame
Rate: None
manager.
Subtitles: None

Delivery:

Brisbane rail stations)

roadside)
Prior to the campaign:
bitmaps:
png8,
png24
If posting
sites jpeg,
change
during
the campaign period,
We are only
able to prepare
and distribute
Accepted
bitmaps:
jpeg, png8,
png24 campaigns running Accepted
file size:
6mb jcdecaux - au_production@jcdecaux.com
contact
in a particular
weekMOV(.mov),
once all posters
for that
week have been Maxplease
Accepted
videos:
MPEG-2
(.ts),

Printed skins must be delivered 8 days prior to the
campaign start date, to the designated warehouses
below:
JCDECAUX BRISBANE
Att: Lino Taglieri-Sclocchi, (07) 3270 1933
Unit 3-4, 16 Duncan Street, West End, QLD 4101
7.30am – 2.30pm

